Machine learning (ML) has become increasingly important and performance-critical in modern data centers. This has led to interest in model serving systems, which perform ML inference and serve predictions to end-user applications. However, most existing model serving systems approach ML inference as an extension of conventional data serving workloads and miss critical opportunities for performance.
Introduction
Machine learning (ML) has become an important workload in modern data centers, powering performance-critical applications such as ad-targeting and content recommendation [10, 25, 51] . This has led to recent interest in model serving systems, which perform ML inference and serve predictions to end-user applications [20] .
ML inference typically occurs in a pipeline, which processes input data into a vector of numerical features and then executes an ML model on the feature vector. In many model serving systems, including production systems at major web companies such as Microsoft [35] and Facebook [26] , the cost of computing features is a bottleneck, so ML inference pipelines must be optimized end-to-end.
Most modern model serving systems approach ML inference as an extension of conventional data serving workloads and miss critical opportunities for performance. For example the research system Clipper [20] and commercial systems Amazon Sagemaker [6] and Microsoft AzureML [7] treat ML inference as a black box and implement important but generic systems optimizations such as data input caching and adaptive batching. The more recently-proposed Pretzel [35] performs end-to-end optimization but applies only traditional compiler optimizations, such as operator fusion. While these optimizations are useful in ML inference-just as they are for web applications or database queries-systems for optimizing ML inference can leverage two key workload properties not found in general data serving:
• ML models can often be approximated efficiently on many inputs: For example, the computer vision community has long used "model cascades" where a low-cost model classifies "easy" inputs, and a highercost model classifies inputs where the first is uncertain, resulting in much faster inference with negligible change in accuracy [55, 57] . In contrast, existing model serving systems handle all data inputs the same way.
• ML models are often used in higher-level application queries, such as top-K queries (e.g., finding the top-scored items in a recommendation model [18] ), but model serving systems are unaware of these query modalities. As we show, tailoring inference for these query modalities can improve performance. To leverage these opportunities for optimization, we designed Willump, the first statistically-aware end-to-end optimizer for ML inference. Willump leverages the amenability of ML models to approximation and an understanding of different query modalities to improve the performance of existing ML inference pipelines through two novel optimizations:
Automated End-to-end Cascades: ML inference pipelines often compute many features for use in a model, but because ML models are amenable to approximation, they can often classify data inputs using only a subset of these features. For example, in a pipeline that detects toxic online comments, we can use the presence of curse words to quickly classify some data inputs as toxic, but we may need to compute more expensive TF-IDF and word embedding features to classify others. As a result, existing model serving systems that simply compute all feature vectors often unnecessarily compute expensive features for "easy" data inputs.
However, selectively computing features is challenging because features vary greatly in computational cost and importance to the model. Computationally expensive features are not guaranteed to exhibit high predictive power. Moreover, features are often computationally dependent on one another. As a result, one cannot pick an arbitrary set of features (e.g,. the least computationally intensive) and expect to efficiently classify data inputs with them.
To address these challenges Willump automatically generates end-to-end cascades. Willump uses a whole-program dataflow analysis algorithm and a cost model to identify important yet computationally inexpensive features that allow efficient and accurate short-circuiting of model execution. Using these features, Willump automatically trains an approximate model that can identify and classify "easy" data inputs. For example, an approximate model for toxic comment classification might classify comments with curse words as toxic and cascade other comments to a more powerful model. While the concept of model cascades has a long history in the ML literature [55] , to the best of our knowledge, Willump is the first system to automatically generate model-agnostic cascades from input programs. Willump's cascades deliver speedups of up to 4.1× on real-world ML inference pipelines without statistically significant accuracy loss.
Query-Aware Inference:
The core serving primitive in existing model serving systems such as Clipper [20] and Pretzel [35] is to predict all data inputs in a batch query. However, many queries are for single data inputs rather than batches, and many batch queries are for higher-level application queries such as top-K queries, which rank the top-scoring elements of a batch. Willump improves performance of these alternative query modalities through query-aware optimizations.
Because existing systems assume data inputs are batched, they maximize computational throughput by parallelizing across batch elements. However, in many ML inference applications, improving the latency of individual queries is critical [49] . Parallelizing computation of individual data inputs is difficult because ML inference pipelines may not naturally parallelize and are often written in languages which lack lowlatency multithreading. Willump addresses these challenges with a data flow analysis algorithm which identifies computationally independent components of ML inference pipelines and with compilation to a low-latency multithreading framework, improving latency by up to 4×.
Because existing systems predict every element of an input batch, they serve top-K queries naively. Top-K queries are important higher-level application queries which request only the relative ranking of the K top-scoring elements of an input batch [18, 21] . Top-K queries are fundamentally asymmetric; predictions for high-scoring data inputs must be much more precise than predictions for low-scoring data inputs. Thus, existing systems waste time generating precise predictions for low-scoring data inputs. Willump instead leverages the asymmetry by extending its end-to-end cascades optimization, using computationally simple approximate pipelines to predict the input set and filter out low-scoring data inputs; this automated procedure is inspired by the manually constructed retrieval models sometimes used in recommender systems [18] . Filtering improves performance on real-world serving workloads by up to 5.7×, with negligible impact on pipeline accuracy.
Willump complements the above with some additional optimizations. For example, Willump optimizes ML inference caching performance. Existing model serving systems cache ML inference pipelines end-to-end, caching the prediction made for each data input received [20] . However, ML inference pipelines often recompute the same features for different data inputs. Therefore, Willump caches the computation of individual features; this feature-level caching improves performance on our benchmarks by up to 3.6×. Additionally, Willump compiles many operators to optimized machine code through the Weld system [42, 43] . Compilation improves query throughput by up to 4.3× and query latency by up to 400×.
We evaluate Willump on a broad range of real-world benchmarks curated from major data science competitions hosted by Kaggle, CIKM, and WSDM. Overall, Willump improves batch throughput by up to 16×, example-at-a-time latency by up to 500×, and top-K performance by up to 23×. Willump's novel optimizations have a large impact on these gains: Willump's end-to-end cascades improve performance by up to 4.1×, automatically generated top-K filter models improve performance by up to 5.7×, and feature-level caching improves performance by up to 3.6×. Willump can also improve the end-to-end serving performance of other model serving systems; integrating Willump with Clipper improves end-to-end performance by up to 6.8×.
In summary, we make the following contributions:
• We introduce Willump, the first statistically-aware endto-end optimizer for ML inference pipelines.
• We introduce novel optimizations for ML inference pipelines that exploit their amenability to approximation and different query modalities, including end-toend cascades, query-aware serving, and feature-level caching.
• We evaluate Willump on a broad range of workloads curated from major data science competitions and demonstrate end-to-end speedups of up to 23×, with individual optimizations improving performance by 3.6-5.7×.
Background
In this section, we provide additional background on ML inference pipelines. We also discuss the two key properties of ML inference pipelines introduced in Section 1: their amenability to approximation and their different query modalities. Figure 1 . A simplified music recommendation pipeline from one of our benchmarks [45] . Inputs are in red with dashed outlines, transformations in black, and the model in green with a bold outline. The pipeline looks up user, song, and genre-specific features in a database, concatenates them together, and predicts with gradient-boosted decision trees.
ML Inference Pipelines
ML inference typically occurs as part of a pipeline of transformations. ML inference pipelines receive raw inputs from clients, transform these inputs into vectors of numerical features, and execute the ML model on these feature vectors to generate predictions. For many problems, computing feature vectors is a performance bottleneck, so improving ML inference performance requires whole-pipeline optimizations. For example, Pretzel's study of production Microsoft model serving found models accounted for as little of 0.3% of the runtime of some ML inference pipelines [35] . Developers typically write ML inference pipelines in high-level languages like Python using APIs such as ML.NET [29] , Keras [19] , and scikit-learn [14] . We diagram an ML inference pipeline in Figure 1 . This pipeline, which we call MusicRec, for music recommendation, predicts whether a user will like a song. It is a simplified version of one of our real-world benchmark pipelines. The raw inputs of MusicRec are a user, a song, and the song's genre. MusicRec transforms these inputs by querying databases for user, song, and genre-specific features such as user demographic features and precomputed per-user and per-song latent factors. After collecting these features, MusicRec concatenates them into a feature vector and executes a boosted trees model on the vector to predict whether the user will like the song.
Amenability to Approximation
ML inference is amenable to approximation because ML models return stochastic predictions instead of exact answers. For example, MusicRec predicts that users probably will or probably will not like a song with some degree of confidence. However, approximations can, in some cases, exact a high accuracy cost. Fortunately, this accuracy cost can be reduced for classification problems by leveraging differing data input difficulty. In most classification workloads, many data inputs are "easy" to classify in the sense that a computationally simple model can accurately classify them [59] .
Because data input difficulty differs, an approximation system need not approximate every data input. Instead, it can accurately classify easy data inputs with a computationally simple approximate model and cascade to a more expensive full model for hard data inputs. Prior work has shown that cascading can dramatically improve model serving performance with minimal accuracy cost [28, 32, 57] . However, most model serving systems that use cascades are specialized to one application, such as object detection for Noscope [32] and Focus [28] . These systems cascade from computationally simple to expensive instances of a specific model, like convolutional neural nets, but do not generalize to other models.
To build a model-agnostic cascading system, Willump automatically constructs end-to-end cascades, where the approximate model depends on only a subset of the features. For example, an approximate model for MusicRec might only query user and genre features. We discuss end-to-end cascades in more detail in Section 4.
Query Modalities
ML inference queries vary in query modalities. For example, queries may or may not be batched:
• Batch Queries: Perform inference on batches of data inputs. These may be for overnight analytics jobs [49] , but may also be batches of user queries [20] . Performance on batch queries is determined by throughput.
• Example-at-a-time Queries: Perform inference on single user requests without batching. These requests are typically interactive user queries, for example for a personalized web application [35] . Performance on example-at-a-time queries is determined by latency. Many batch queries are for higher-level application queries, such as top-K queries:
• Top-K Queries: Perform inference to rank the K topscoring elements of a batch. Top-K queries are common in recommender systems [18, 21] , but not exclusive to them [33] . MusicRec would likely serve top-K queries. Willump is the first ML inference system to adaptively optimize pipelines for particular query modalities. We discuss query-aware inference in more detail in Section 4.
Willump Overview
In this section we provide a high-level overview of Willump's workflow. Willump optimizes ML inference pipelines written as functions from raw inputs to predictions in a highlevel language (currently Python). Willump assumes ML inference functions process raw inputs into numerical features, construct a feature vector from the features, and execute Dataflow Stage: Willump's dataflow stage converts a Python input function into a directed acyclic graph of transformations. These transformation graphs are Willump's internal representation of ML inference pipelines. They define the flow of data in a pipeline from raw inputs to the model. Figure 1 is an example transformation graph. We discuss transformation graphs and their construction in Section 5.1.
Optimization Stage: Willump's optimization stage applies Willump's optimizations, such as end-to-end cascades, queryaware inference, and feature-level caching, to the transformation graph. We discuss the optimization stage in Section 4.
Compilation Stage: Willump's compilation stage transforms the optimized graph back into a function. It also compiles some graph nodes to optimized machine code using the Weld system [42, 43] . It returns the optimized pipeline, which has the same signature as the original. We discuss the compilation stage in Section 5.2.
Optimizations
In this section, we describe Willump's optimizations. We first define independent feature vectors, which are critical to all optimizations. We then discuss each optimization in detail.
Independent Feature Vectors
ML models operate on vectors of numerical features computed by different operators. For example, in Figure 1 , the model operates on a "full feature vector" constructed by concatenating the user, song and genre feature vectors computed by the user, song, and genre feature lookup operators. We call the output of each operator an independent feature vector (IFV), because the features in each IFV are computed independently of the features in other IFVs. Willump's ability to efficiently compute any combination of IFVs is critical to all of its optimizations. In Figure 1 , the IFVs are the user, song, and genre feature vectors. The operators which compute different IFVs form disjoint subgraphs of the transformation graph, which we call the IFVs' feature generators. In Figure 1 , each IFV's feature generator is its corresponding feature lookup and input nodes. We describe our algorithm for identifying IFVs and feature generators in Section 5.1.
Automatic End-to-End Cascades
Willump's automatic end-to-end cascades optimization speeds up classification pipelines by classifying some data inputs using only a few features, improving performance by up to 4.1×. Before Willump can deploy cascades, it must train a model that depends on few features but can accurately classify many data inputs. Willump does this automatically during model training. Willump deploys cascades in five stages:
Computing IFV Statistics: The first stage of the cascades optimization is to calculate two statistics for each IFV: its prediction importance and its computational cost. The prediction importance of an IFV is a measure of the value of its features to the model's predictions. Willump estimates prediction importances using model-specific techniques. For linear models, Willump defines the prediction importance of a feature as the magnitude of the feature's coefficient scaled by the feature's average value. For ensembles such as random forests and gradient boosted decision trees (GBDTs), Willump defines the prediction importance of a feature as the amount prediction error increases when values of the feature are permuted while other features are left unchanged (this is automatically computed during ensemble construction) [13, 22] . For models which have no standard feature importance metric, such as neural nets, Willump trains a GBDT [22] on the training set and uses its feature importances; this is similar to the common practice of using GBDT feature importances for feature selection [44, 58] . The prediction importance of an IFV is the sum of the prediction importances of its features.
The computational cost of an IFV is an estimate of the cost of computing its features. Willump estimates this cost by measuring the runtime of the nodes in the IFV's feature generator during model training. This accurately estimates inference costs because for maintainability, developers typically use the same feature computation pipelines at train and serve time [25] .
Identifying Efficient IFVs:
The second stage of the cascades optimization is identifying the set of efficient IFVs. The set of efficient IFVs is the cheapest set of IFVs from whose concatenation a model can accurately classify many data inputs. The while F is not ∅ do
5:
f ← F.dequeue
avgCE ← E.importance/E.cost ▷ 0 if E is empty 7:
fCE ← f .importance/f .cost 8: if fCE <γ * avgCE then 9:
if E.cost+ f .cost >totalCost/2 then 12:
end if
14:
end while 16: return E 17: end procedure cost of optimally computing this set scales exponentially with the number of feature generators, so Willump approximates it.
Intuitively, Willump approximates the set of efficient IFVs by choosing the most cost-effective IFVs, the IFVs with the highest ratio of prediction importance to computational cost. By default, Willump greedily adds cost-effective IFVs to the efficient set until the efficient set is as costly as the remainder. However, this performs poorly when some IFVs are far more cost-effective than others; the others do not improve the accuracy of the approximate model enough to justify their cost. Therefore Willump stops adding to the efficient set when the next-most-cost-effective IFV is substantially less costeffective than the average efficient IFV. We provide a full algorithm for identifying efficient IFVs in Algorithm 1 and demonstrate its effectiveness with microbenchmarks in Section 6.4.
Training Models: The third stage of the cascades optimization is to train models from the IFVs. First, Willump computes all efficient IFVs for all elements of the training set and concatenates them together to compute efficient feature vectors. Next, Willump computes all IFVs for all elements of the training set and concatenates them together to compute full feature vectors. Finally, Willump trains a small model from the efficient feature vectors and a full model from the full feature vectors.
Identifying the Cascade Threshold: The fourth stage of the cascades optimization is to use a user-specified accuracy target to choose the cascade threshold, a confidence threshold that determines whether to classify a data input with the small or full model. To choose the cascade threshold, Willump classifies every element in a validation set using both the small and full models, noting the confidences of the small model's predictions. For example i, we call the small model's prediction s i , the full model's prediction f i , and the small model's confidence c i . The cascade threshold t c is the lowest number such that if we predict every data input i with s i if c i >t c and f i otherwise, accuracy on the validation set would be within a user-specified accuracy limit of the full model's accuracy on the validation set. To avoid overfitting to a validation set, we require cascade thresholds to be integer multiples of 0.1. We show in Section 6.4 that cascade thresholds are robust between validation sets. Once Willump has chosen the cascade threshold, cascades are ready for deployment.
Serving Data Inputs
The final stage of the cascades optimization is to serve data inputs from the trained cascades. Willump first computes an efficient vector from a data input and predicts it with the small model. Willump then returns the prediction if the small model's confidence exceeds the cascade threshold but otherwise computes the full vector, predicts with the full model, and returns the full model's prediction. We diagram this procedure in Figure 3 . We show in Section 6 that end-to-end cascades improve benchmark performance by up to 4.1× without statistically significant accuracy loss.
Automatic Top-K Filter Models
In top-K queries, users are only interested in the relative ranking of the K top-scoring data inputs in a batch. Willump leverages this asymmetry to optimize top-K queries by filtering low-scoring data inputs out of the batch with an automatically constructed filter model. Willump constructs and trains filter models following the same procedure it uses to construct small models for end-to-end cascades. At serving time, Willump uses the filter model to predict every data input in the input batch. Willump then identifies a subset of the top-scoring data inputs and predicts them with the full model, returning a ranking of the K top-scoring data inputs in the subset.
The size of the subset is critical to the performance of this optimization. Intuitively, we want the size of the subset to be a constant multiple of K, c k K, as only the full model can accurately rank the top-scoring elements of the input set. Like prior manually constructed retrieval models [18] , we choose a (user-tunable) default c k = 10. Interestingly, we observe that if the subset size is much smaller than the input batch size, performance is dominated by the filter model, so changes in subset size minimally affect performance. However, changes in subset size do affect accuracy substantially. We demonstrate this in microbenchmarks in Section 6.4. Based on these experiments, we set a (user-tunable) minimum subset size of 5% of the input set size. We show in Section 6 that filter models improve benchmark performance on top-K queries by up to 5.7×.
Query-Aware Parallelization
As users are interested in serving both high-throughput batch queries and low-latency example-at-a-time queries, Willump adapts its parallelization strategy to the query modality. Like prior work, Willump parallelizes batch queries by processing different input data inputs end-to-end on different threads [35] . However, when handling example-at-a-time queries, Willump parallelizes computation of individual data inputs to minimize latency. Willump runs each data input's feature generators concurrently on separate threads because feature generators are computationally independent of each other. We discuss this in more detail in Section 5.
Feature-Level Caching
Existing model serving systems cache ML inference pipelines end-to-end, caching the prediction made for each data input seen [20] . This does not capture recomputation of the same features between different data inputs, so Willump instead caches the computation of IFVs. Willump allocates a fixed-size LRU cache for each IFV whose keys are sources of the IFV's feature generator and whose values are the features in the IFV. We show in Section 6 that feature-level caching improves performance by up to 3.6× on our benchmarks, far more than end-to-end caching.
Transformation Graph Implementation
In this section we describe the construction and compilation of Willump's transformation graph. The transformation graph is Willump's internal representation of ML inference pipelines; it enables the optimizations we discussed in Section 4.
Transformation Graph Construction
Transformation graphs are Willump's internal representation of ML inference pipelines. They are directed acyclic graphs that define the flow of data in a pipeline from raw inputs to a model. Nodes in the graph represents feature transformations. Edges represent materialized data. Transformation graphs can have any number of sources, which represent raw inputs to the model serving pipeline. However, they must have one sink: the model itself. Figure 1 is an example transformation graph.
Willump constructs the transformation graph of an ML inference function by descending the function's abstract syntax tree (AST). Willump assumes ML inference functions process raw inputs into numerical features, construct a feature vector from the features, and execute an ML model on the feature vector. Willump further assumes that functions represent features using standard Python datatypes such as NumPy and Pandas. Willump converts each body statement of the function into a graph node. Willump places each node in the graph by recursively descending its AST to identify its inputs and outputs. Willump recognizes that certain transforms commute with vector concatenation and marks them as commutative. Additionally, Willump mark certain common transformations for compilation through Weld; we call such nodes compilable nodes.
After constructing a transformation graph, Willump identifies its IFVs and their feature generators, as defined in Section 4.1. Willump recursively descends a graph's commutative nodes, starting with the node closest to the model, and applies three rules:
1. Any ancestor of a commutative node that is not itself commutative is the root node of a feature generator. 2. Any ancestor of the root node of exactly one feature generator is part of that feature generator. 3. Any ancestor of the root node of multiple feature generators is a preprocessing node; Willump executes all preprocessing nodes before computing any features. IFVs are the feature vectors computed by feature generators.
Transformation Graph Compilation
After optimizing a transformation graph, Willump compiles parts of it to optimized machine code using Weld and packages it back into a Python function. Weld [42, 43] is an intermediate representation (IR) and compiler for data processing operations. Willump compiles graphs in five stages:
Sorting: The first stage of compilation is to sort the transformation graph into an ordered list of nodes which minimizes the number of transitions between compilable nodes (which are executed in Weld) and Python nodes (which are executed in Python). Minimizing the number of transitions is desirable because each transition requires marshaling data between languages and because the Weld optimizer can apply powerful end-to-end optimizations, such as loop fusion, over large Weld blocks. Willump sorts the graph topologically, then heuristically minimizes the number of transitions by moving each Python node to the earliest allowable location. This is effective because Python nodes are typically either preprocessing nodes (which execute before any Weld nodes) or parts of the model (which execute after all Weld nodes). 
Experimental Setup
We ran all benchmarks on a GCP instance with 4 Intel Xeon CPUs running at 2.20 GHz with 30 GB of RAM. We stored remote data tables on a Redis server running Redis 3.2.6 on a GCP instance with 1 Intel Xeon CPU running at 2.20 GHz with 30 GB of RAM in the same datacenter as the first instance.
Benchmarks
We benchmark Willump on the six real-world workloads described in Table 1 . All benchmarks use open-source datasets and ML inference pipelines curated from major data science competitions. We show the topologies of the transformation graphs of all six benchmarks' ML inference pipelines in Figure  4 . We now describe the benchmarks in more detail: Credit: The Credit benchmark is an entry from a Kaggle competition, the Home Credit Default Risk Challenge [2] . It predicts the probability that a client will default on a loan [11] .
Price: The Price benchmark is the winner of a Kaggle competition, the Mercari Price Suggestion Challenge [4] . It predicts product prices for online sellers [37] .
Tracking: The Tracking benchmark is an entry from a Kaggle competition, the TalkingData AdTracking Fraud Detection Challenge [5] . It predicts whether a user will download an app after clicking a mobile app ad [31] .
End-to-end Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the end-to-end performance of Willump and its optimizations. We evaluate benchmarks on batch, example-at-a-time, and top-K queries. Benchmarks make either classification or regression predictions; Willump can only apply end-to-end cascades to classification problems. Three benchmarks-Music, Credit, and Tracking-query external data tables; we evaluate with those tables stored both locally and remotely.
Batch Queries. We first evaluate Willump on batch queries on all benchmarks, storing data tables locally, with results shown in Figure 5 . We first apply Willump's end-to-end compiler optimizations to all benchmarks. These improve performance by 3.2-4.3× for Product, Music, Toxic, and Tracking and by 1.1-1.4× on Credit and Price. We then apply end-to-end cascades to all classification benchmarks. We evaluate end-to-end cascades with accuracy losses of less than 0.1% for all benchmarks. For each benchmark, this is well within the 95% confidence interval of the accuracy of the original model, based on the size of the benchmark's test set. Therefore, the accuracy losses are not statistically significant.
End-to-end cascades improve performance of Product and Toxic by 2.1-4.1× over compilation without statistically significant accuracy loss. Surprisingly, in this setting cascades improve the performance of Music and Tracking over compilation by less-not at all for Music, and by 1.3× for Tracking 2 . This is because most features in Music and Tracking are computed by querying external data tables, which is fast when tables are stored locally, so feature computation accounts for less than 10% of the runtime of the compiled pipeline. We show later that cascades significantly improve the performance of these benchmarks when their data tables are stored remotely.
Example-at-a-time Queries. We now evaluate Willump's performance on example-at-a-time queries on all benchmarks, storing data tables locally, with results shown in Figure 6 . We first apply Willump's end-to-end compiler optimizations to all benchmarks. These decrease latency by up to 400×. This large speedup is enabled by Willump's low-latency Weld drivers, whose contribution we examine in Section 6.4. We then apply end-to-end cascades to all classification benchmarks. They further improve performance of Product and Toxic by 1.8-4.3× without statistically significant accuracy loss. However, they do not improve the performance of Music and improve Tracking performance by only 1.3× for the same reasons as in batch queries.
Remotely Stored Features. We now evaluate Willump's performance on classification benchmarks that query external data tables when we store those data tables remotely, showing results in Tables 2 and 3 . We store data tables on remote Redis servers and query them asynchronously. We are interested in whether Willump's end-to-end cascades and feature-level caching optimizations can decrease the number of remote queries benchmarks make and how they affect prediction latency. We evaluate feature-level caching with an unlimited cache size and compare against Clipper-style end-to-end caching, also with an unlimited cache size. Feature-level caching decreases the number of queries made to remote servers by 50% for Tracking and 92.3% for Music. This compares favorably with end-to-end caching, which decreases the number of requests made by only 22% for Tracking and 0.8% for Music. Cascades decrease the number of queries made by 29% for Music and by 42% for Tracking without statistically significant accuracy loss. In total, Willump's optimizations decrease the number of queries our benchmarks make to remote servers by 71-93%. Table 4 . Analysis of accuracy and performance of top-K filter models optimization.
Looking at performance directly, feature-level caching improves average latency by 1.7-3.6×, substantially more than the 1.0-1.3× improvement from end-to-end caching. Cascades improve latency for Music by 1.4× and for Tracking by 1.7× without statistically significant accuracy loss. Combined, Willump's optimizations reduce latency by 2.5-3.7×.
Top-K Queries. We now evaluate Willump on top-K queries, showing results in Table 4 . For classification benchmarks, we query which 100 elements of the benchmark dataset are most likely to be in the positive class; for regression benchmarks we query which 100 elements of the benchmark dataset score highest. We evaluate all benchmarks except Tracking, where top-K queries are not well-defined because many dataset elements have positive class probability 1. We store data tables on remote Redis servers, querying asynchronously. We measure accuracy relative to the unoptimized query.
We first apply Willump's end-to-end compiler optimizations to all benchmarks, using default subset size constants. These improve performance of Product and Toxic by 3. 8 Table 5 . Comparison of automatically constructed filter models to random sampling on benchmarks where filter models were least accurate. Sampling ratios chosen so sampled compiled performance equals filtered performance.
Music and Credit because Willump does not compile RPC processing. We then apply Willump's automatically generated filter models to all benchmarks. These further improve throughput by 3.9-5.8× for Product and Toxic, by 1.3× on Price, and by 1.7-3.4× for Credit and Music. For two benchmarks, Toxic and Price, fully optimized Willump computes the same top K as the unoptimized query. It is less accurate for Music, Product, and Credit with precisions of 0.92, 0.49, and 0.99 and mean average precisions of 0.83, 0.28, and 0.94 relative to the unoptimized query. However, in the least accurate benchmarks, Music and Product, many dataset elements have high positive class probabilities, so the difference between the average value in the predicted top 100 and the true top 100 is small-only 0.03 % in Music and 0.01% in Product.
To further confirm that Willump's accuracies on Music, Product, and Credit are reasonable, we compare them to a simple form of top-K approximation, random sampling. We randomly sample the datasets for Music by 3.4×, for Product by 3.9×, and for Credit by 1.7× so that the performance of the sampled benchmark and Willump's optimized benchmark would be the same. We then compare the accuracy of random sampling to that of Willump's automatically generated filter models, showing results in Table 5 . We find that automatically constructed filter models are substantially more accurate than random sampling even on their worst-performing benchmarks.
Integration with Clipper. We now evaluate integration of Willump with Clipper, showing results in Table 6 . We optimize ML inference pipelines with Willump and serve with Clipper, evaluating end-to-end query performance. We evaluate the two classification benchmarks that do not query remote servers 3 , Product and Toxic, optimizing with cascades as in previous sections. Willump improves Clipper performance by 1.7-2.7× with a query batch size of 1, increasing to 3.0-6.8× with a query batch size of 100. Performance improvement 3 Clipper cannot serve pipelines which make such queries because Clipper must be able to serialize pipeline functions' closures. 
Microbenchmarks
In this section, we analyze specific optimizations in detail.
Cascades Tradeoffs. We first examine the accuracy versus performance tradeoffs made by Willump's end-to-end cascades. We graph these tradeoffs for all classification benchmarks in Figure 7 . We make all graphs by varying the cascade threshold and measuring performance and accuracy at different values of the threshold. As a reminder, the cascade threshold is the level of confidence the small model must have in a prediction for it to return the prediction and not cascade to the full model. The point on each graph marked with a blue circle is the performance and accuracy of the full model. The point on each graph marked with an orange X is the performance and accuracy of the small model. All points in between are cascaded models with varying cascade thresholds. We find that cascaded models with high cascade thresholds have significantly better performance than the full model Table 7 . Analysis of the effect of changing the filtered subset size on performance and accuracy for top-100 queries.
but similar accuracy. However, as the threshold decreases, accuracy falls off. The small model by itself always has poor accuracy. These characteristics show cascades are working as intended. At high cascade thresholds, the small model classifies easy data inputs and the full model classifies hard data inputs, so accuracy is high. At low thresholds, the small model must classify hard data inputs, so accuracy falls.
Top-K Filter Model Tradeoffs. We now examine the accuracy versus performance tradeoffs made by Willump's automatic top-K filter models, showing results in Table 7 . We run top-100 queries on two benchmarks, Music and Toxic, with varying filtered subset sizes. We find that when subset sizes are much smaller than input batch sizes, changes to subset size significantly affect accuracy but minimally affect performance. This is especially notable for Music, where improving performance by 10% from the default minimum subset size of 5% of the input set size decreases mean average precision from 0.83 to 0.58. For Toxic, it is possible to improve performance by 12% from the default without losing accuracy, but further gains come with significant accuracy loss.
Cascades Algorithm Effectiveness. We now evaluate Willump's algorithm for choosing efficient independent feature vectors (IFVs). Willump's algorithm, described in Section 4.2, chooses the most cost-effective IFVs. We compare it to three alternatives: choosing the most important IFVs, choosing the cheapest IFVs, and choosing IFVs with an oracle. We evaluate on Product and Toxic because they have the most variance in IFV cost. We show the results in Table 8 .
Willump's algorithm significantly outperforms both nonoracle alternatives on the Product benchmark. On the Toxic benchmark, it significantly outperforms an algorithm that chooses the most important IFVs, but coincidentally chooses the same IFVs as an algorithm that chooses the cheapest IFVs. Willump matches the performance of the oracle on both benchmarks, although in fairness both benchmarks have few IFVs. For benchmarks with more IFVs, determining the performance of an oracle is difficult because the number of IFV combinations grows exponentially. We also evaluate the effectiveness of the stopping conditions of Willump's algorithm. We are interested in the rule that Willump does not add the next-most-cost-effective IFV to the efficient set if it is substantially less cost-effective than the average efficient IFV. We evaluate this rule on the classification benchmark with the most IFVs, Music. Without this rule, cascades improve performance by 1.31× and 1.47× with accuracy losses of less than 0.1% and 0.5%. However, with this rule, cascades improve performance by 1.41× and 1.75× with accuracy losses of less than 0.1% and 0.5%. This shows the assumption underlying this rule is correct; if IFVs have low cost-effectiveness, they do not improve accuracy enough to justify their cost.
We also evaluate cascade threshold robustness. For each classification benchmark, we set a cascade threshold with an accuracy loss of 0.1% on one validation set and evaluate accuracy on another validation set. We find accuracy loss on the new validation set is not statistically significant and is within 0.1% of the full model's accuracy.
Weld Drivers. We now evaluate the overhead of Willump's Weld drivers on each benchmark relative to the benchmarks' average latencies. The overhead of a Weld driver is the time elapsed between when the pipeline calls into compiled code and when the compiled code begins executing plus the time elapsed between when the compiled code finishes executing and when it returns a value into Python. This time is spent marshaling data and setting up the Weld runtime. We discuss in Section 5 the steps we took to minimize this time. We find that Weld overheads are small-never more than 1.6% of the runtime, and less than 0.5% for five of the six benchmarks. These small overheads greatly contribute to the low latencies we observe in Section 6.3 for compiled example-at-a-time queries.
Optimization Times. We now evaluate Willump optimization times. We find these never exceed thirty seconds for any benchmark with any optimizations. The only exception is benchmarks which query in-memory data stores (such as joins against an in-memory Pandas data frame); it takes Willump up to three minutes to optimize these benchmarks as it must convert the data stores into a format which can be queried from Weld. Number of threads Figure 8 . We find that parallelization decreases latency by up to 20%. This number is relatively low because both benchmarks are dominated by the computation of a single IFV, so Amdahl's Law reduces our total possible gains.
To better assess the potential of our parallelization system, we evaluate it using a synthetic benchmark that runs the same feature-computing operator (a TF-IDF vectorizer taken from the Toxic benchmark) four times, concatenates the outputs together, then predicts with a linear model. Even taking into account Amdahl's Law, Willump can improve latency linearly by up to 4×, and as we show in the right graph in Figure 8 , Willump does.
Related Work
Model Serving: Researchers and commercial vendors have developed many model serving systems. Some model serving systems are general-purpose, serving different models from different frameworks. These include research systems such as Clipper [20] and Rafiki [56] and commercial platforms such as Amazon's Sagemaker [6] and Microsoft's Azure ML [7] , among others [8, 12, 41] . The primary goal of these systems is to reduce the difficulty of deploying ML models. They deploy models in containers with an RPC frontend. They support models written in high-level languages (most commonly Python) using popular frameworks such as TensorFlow [9] and MXNet [16] . However, these systems consider pipelines to be black boxes. They implement only pipeline-agnostic optimizations such as end-to-end caching and adaptive batching [20] . Clipper also implements a model selection layer, but it uses multi-armed bandits to choose which user-provided models best predict a session's data inputs over timescales of thousands of queries. As an optimizer for ML inference pipelines, Willump synergizes with general-purpose model serving systems, significantly improving their end-to-end performance, as we show in Section 6.3.
Application-Specific Model Serving: Some model serving systems are application-specific and solve particular problems. For example, Noscope [32] and Focus [28] improve performance of convolutional neural nets querying large video datasets. C3 [23] constantly updates and serves an Internetscale ML model for resource allocation in online video delivery. Major web companies have also developed specialized proprietary systems for video recommendation [21] and adtargeting [18, 39] , among other tasks. Willump generalizes many ideas from these application-specific systems, such as the use of cascades in model serving.
ML Optimizers and Compilers
Several prior systems have developed optimizers and compilers for ML workloads. Many specialize in improving neural network performance, which Willump does not do. For example, TVM [17] compiles deep neural nets to different architectures and NVIDIA TensorRT [47] optimizes neural net performance on particular GPUs. Other systems perform whole-graph neural net optimizations such as relaxed graph substitutions [30] or apply model compression techniques such as knowledge distillation [27] .
Yet other systems, like Willump, optimize ML pipeline performance. One example is KeystoneML [48] , which optimizes distributed training pipelines. Another example, closely related to Willump, is Pretzel [35] . Pretzel optimizes pipelines end-to-end using compiler optimizations such as operator fusion and vectorization. These optimizations are similar to the optimizations Willump implements through Weld compilation. However, unlike Willump, Pretzel does not leverage unique properties of ML inference such as its amenability to approximation and multiple query modalities, which Willump uses to improve ML inference performance by 3.6-5.7× over compilation. Unfortunately, code for Pretzel and its benchmarks is not available, so we cannot compare against it directly.
Cascades: Cascades were initially developed for rapid object detection by applying more complex classifiers to more objectlike regions of an image [55] . They have been widely applied to image and video machine learning tasks such as pedestrian detection [15] and face recognition [50] , among others [24, 36, 46, 54] . Some application-specific model serving systems such as Noscope [32] and Focus [28] utilize cascades. Most existing cascades systems are model-specific. They cascade from a cheap to an expensive instance of a particular model, such as a convolutional neural net. To build a model-agnostic cascading system, Willump automatically constructs end-toend cascades, where the approximate model depends on only a subset of the features. Researchers have proposed cascade algorithms, such as CSTC [59] , which incorporate feature computational cost, but, unlike Willump, they perform no graph or dataflow analysis, assume all features are computationally independent, require users to provide costs for all features, and require users to use a cascade of CART trees as their model.
Conclusion
This paper presents Willump, the first statistically-aware end-to-end optimizer for ML inference. Willump leverages the amenability of ML models for approximation and an understanding of query modalities to improve performance of existing ML inference pipelines through several optimizations. These include selective feature computation through automatic end-to-end cascades and query-aware adaptive parallelization and automatic filter generation, as well as feature-level caching and end-to-end compilation. We show that Willump improves performance of real-world ML inference pipelines by up to 23×, with individual optimizations improving performance by 3.6-5.7× over compilation. We also show that Willump integrates easily with existing model serving systems, such as Clipper.
